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Visible decay of astrophysical neutrinos at IceCube
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Neutrino decay modifies neutrino propagation in a unique way; not only is there flavor changing as there
is in neutrino oscillations, there is also energy transport from initial to final neutrinos. The most sensitive
direct probe of neutrino decay is currently IceCube which can measure the energy and flavor of neutrinos
traveling over extragalactic distances. For the first time, we calculate the flavor transition probability for the
cases of visible and invisible neutrino decay, including the effects of the expansion of the Universe, and
consider the implications for IceCube. As an example, we demonstrate how neutrino decay addresses a
tension in the IceCube data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.023018

I. INTRODUCTION

IceCube’s discovery of a new flux of astrophysical
neutrinos at TeV-PeV energies [1–3] of extragalactic
origin [4,5] opens up the window to many new physics
probes. Due to the extremely long distances involved in
neutrino propagation, this flux of neutrinos provides a
unique opportunity to probe new physics models, in
particular neutrino decay. While neutrinos do decay in
the Standard Model (SM),1 the decay is highly suppressed
and unapproachable by any foreseen experiment [6,7]. In
this work, we consider the well-studied Majoron model,
which postulates the existence of a singlet Higgs-like scalar
with nonzero lepton number [8–11]. Such a scalar could
generate the Majorana mass of a right-handed sterile
neutrino through a lepton number violating vacuum expect-
ation value. The spontaneous breaking of the global lepton
number symmetry would then provide us with a massless
Goldstone boson, ϕ—the Majoron. Through mixing
between active states and the sterile, we could obtain
off-diagonal couplings between the neutrino mass eigen-
states and ϕ. Generically, we are interested in Lagrangian
terms of the form

L ⊃
gij
2
ν̄jνiϕþ g0ij

2
ν̄jiγ5νiϕþ H:c:; ð1Þ

where gð0Þij are the scalar (pseudoscalar) couplings. While
Majorons are potential dark matter candidates [12–22], in
those scenarios, the Majorons are too heavy for neutrinos
to decay.
Such a term in the Lagrangian would then induce the

decays of the light neutrino mass eigenstates, νi → νj þ ϕ.
Both νi → νj and νi → ν̄j decays can occur. In the case of
Dirac neutrinos, the νi → ν̄j decays result in neutrinos
in the mostly sterile direction (assuming a light sterile)
which are undetectable (unless there is a secondary ν̄j → νk
decay), while in the case of Majorana neutrinos such
a channel is detectable leading to the possibility of dif-
ferentiating Majorana neutrinos from Dirac neutrinos
by the measurement of neutrino decay [23–25]. In this
work, we will focus on the Majorana case, although
our results can be easily extended to the Dirac case
as well. Phenomenologically, there are two kinds of
decay, each of which leaves distinct imprints on the
measured flux.
Invisible decay.—In these decays, the final state neutrino

is not observable in the detector, either because it is sterile
or because its energy is too low to produce a signal through
scattering. Invisible decay results in a depletion of the
number of events below a fiducial energy given by the
coupling and distance traveled. Typically, this results in
fewer νμ’s and ντ’s assuming the normal mass ordering.
While we include results for invisible neutrino decay for
comparison with other works in the literature, we are
agnostic about the model details and focus mostly on
the effect of visible decay.
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1While the SM does not tell us how neutrino masses are
generated, once they are neutrinos will decay. The details of
neutrino mass generation do not affect this work.
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Visible decay.—Here, the final state neutrino is observ-
able in the detector. The decay of neutrinos during
propagation appears as a depletion of the heavier mass
eigenstates as with invisible decay. Simultaneously, we get
an increase in the number of lightest eigenstates, and hence
more νe’s in the normal mass ordering. Another signature
of visible decay is in the energy of the observed neutrinos.
As the neutrinos produced in decay have less energy than
the source neutrinos, the increase in lighter mass eigen-
states is in lower energy bins than the parent neutrinos.
Neutrino decay is constrained in a wide range of

experiments. In general, the longer the baseline and the
lower the neutrino energy, the stronger the constraint. The
weakest constraints come from atmospheric, long-baseline
accelerator, and reactor neutrinos which are mainly sensi-
tive to ν3 decays [23,26–40] or in conjunction with sterile
neutrinos [41]. Hints of ν3 decay have been found in NOvA
and T2K data [35,42]. The next strongest constraints come
from solar neutrinos and apply mostly to ν2 [25,43–57].
Next, neutrino decay has been considered at IceCube using
the astrophysical neutrino flux which constrains the cases
of all states decaying simultaneously [58–64] or only the
heavy two states [65,66]. In these cases, however, a full
treatment of visible decay including cosmology and energy
transfer has not been considered.
Interestingly, Ref. [65] found evidence at > 3 σ that

invisible partial neutrino decay is preferred over the SM
due to a tension in the data related to the differences in the
track and cascade spectra.2 The strongest direct constraints
on invisible neutrino decay come from SN1987A which
constrains ν̄e decay [69–72].
While the above constraints are directly related to the

depletion of neutrinos, it is also possible to constrain the
process of neutrino decay via the νν → ϕϕ diagram in
the early Universe leading to very tight bounds [73–78].
Big bang nucleosynthesis constraints do not depend on
neutrinos explicitly decaying while the cosmic microwave
background constraints were derived assuming neutrinos
decay invisibly. It is also possible, in principle, to construct
a model that evades the early Universe constraints and still
predicts late time neutrino decay; for one such realization,
see Ref. [79]. In addition, typical models that predict
neutrino decay [such as in Eq. (1)] can also be probed
in other environments such as supernova, neutrinoless
double beta decay, and meson decay [80]. These constraints
are summarized in Fig. 1.
In addition, neutrino decay can be further probed in the

future in the case of a galactic supernova [24,81–83], a
measurement of the diffuse supernova neutrino background
[84–86], improved solar neutrino measurements [87], or a

measurement of the cosmic neutrino background [88]; see
Ref. [89] for a review of new physics searches in upcoming
neutrino experiments.
Due to the large mixing in the neutrino sector, neutrino

decay may not significantly deplete the flux of neutrinos
from SN1987A [65,70], making IceCube the most sensitive
direct probe of neutrino decay. In addition, since IceCube is
sensitive to high energy neutrinos well above the τ
production threshold, IceCube is sensitive to six of the
nine flavor changing channels Pee; Pμe; Peμ; Pμμ; Peτ; Pμτ

(it is unlikely that ντ’s are produced in high energy
astrophysical sources) unlike supernova neutrino probes
which can only detect νe and thus are sensitive to only three
flavor changing channels: Pee; Pμe; Pτe. The sensitivity to
different flavors provides a handle to break degeneracies
with astrophysical uncertainties. In this paper, we further
explore the phenomenology of neutrino decay including the
regeneration component relevant for visible neutrino decay.
This paper is set out as follows: in Sec. II, we describe in

more detail the different decay scenarios, focusing on
visible decay, and set up the formalism required to study
the impact of neutrino decay on the flavor ratios. We also
consider the added effect of cosmology on the observed
spectrum of the neutrinos. We then analytically evaluate the
integrals in some cases and take some interesting limits in
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present the results of implementing
the formalism in Sec. II. We study how the parameters in
our model, namely, our couplings with the Majoron, the
absolute mass scale of the neutrinos, and the energy
spectrum at the source, impact visibility at Earth. We also
suggest some benchmark points that IceCube, and future
experiments, could probe. We discuss the possibility of
mitigating the> 3 σ tension in the track and cascade events
observed at IceCube in Sec. V and finish up with a
discussion of our results and our conclusions in Secs. VI
and VII. The code for this paper is publicly available and
can be found at github.com/PeterDenton/Astro-Nu-Decay
[90], and the data files for all the figures can be found at
peterdenton.github.io/Data/Visible_Decay/index.html.

FIG. 1. The constraints on invisible neutrino decay from
various sources as a function of the lifetime over the mass
(τ=m) [31,57,64,69,78]. Each constraint only applies to certain
mass/flavor eigenstates except for the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) constraint which is essentially independent of
which or how many states decay, and the IceCube constraint
which only applies when all states decay with the same lifetime.
The vertical blue line is a hint of invisible partial neutrino decay
from IceCube data [65].

2The track to cascade spectral difference was also investigated
in [67] which pointed out that a neutron decay source scenario
somewhat relaxes the tension, although such astrophysical
models are quite unlikely [68].
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II. NEUTRINO DECAY FORMALISM

In this section, we calculate the components of neutrino
decay relevant for astrophysical neutrino experiments such
as IceCube, KM3NeT, and Baikal [91–93]. We assume the
normal mass ordering scheme, m3 > m2 > m1 due to the
≳3 σ preference from global fits [94–96], where the mass
eigenstates are defined by jUe1j2 > jUe2j2 > jUe3j2; see,
e.g., [97]. We take ν1 to be stable and let one or both of ν3
and ν2 decay, with the following possible decay channels:
ν3 → ν2, ν3 → ν1, ν3 → ν2 → ν1, and ν2 → ν1. Our results
can be extended to the inverted ordering in a straightfor-
ward fashion. Also, since high energy neutrino experiments
have very limited sensitivity to ν=ν̄ discrimination,3 we
consider both helicity conserving (ν → ν or ν̄ → ν̄) decays
and helicity flipping (ν → ν̄ or ν̄ → ν) decays.

A. Invisible decay

Invisible decay refers to the absence of decay products in
the detector, either because they are sterile or because the
energy is too low to be detected (at lower energies the cross
section is lower and, in the case of the high energy
astrophysical flux, both the astrophysical flux and the
atmospheric backgrounds are higher at lower energies).
This means that if we start with a flux of να, due to the
neutrinos decaying along the baseline, the flux of νβ is
expected to be less than that produced in oscillations alone.
To begin, we define the total transition probability as the

ratio of the observed spectrum at the Earth for a given
channel, ΦE

αβ, over the initial spectrum at the source, ΦS
α.

That is, the probability is the observed spectrum at the
Earth divided by the spectrum at the source in the case of no
oscillations or decay,

P̄αβðEfÞ≡
ΦE

αβðEfÞ
ΦS

αðEiÞ
; ð2Þ

where we note that the initial energy Ei is the same as the
final energy for invisible decay. Alternatively, the spectrum
at the Earth can be simply computed as the probability
calculated here multiplied by the initial spectrum.We take a
single power law spectrum (SPL) in the remaining work,

ΦS
αðEfÞ ¼ ΦS

0E
−γ
f ; ð3Þ

where ΦS
0 is the flux normalization. While a broken power

law may also be considered [65,101,102], it was not
particularly preferred by IceCube data to an SPL source.
We note that the quantity P̄αβ defined in Eq. (2) is not a true
probability in that it can be larger than 1 depending on the
spectrum. A clear definition of what we take to be the

transition probability is necessary when the flux has non-
trivial dependencies, as seen in Sec. II C where the flux
depends on the source redshift.
In the following, the energy E refers to the energy at the

source and that detected at Earth, as there is no change in
energy in the SM, or in invisible decay.
Starting with the SM transition probability for να → νβ,

under the assumption of relativistic neutrinos with equal
momentum,

PSM
αβ ðE;LÞ ¼ jU�

α1Uβ1 þU�
α2Uβ2e

−i
Δm2

21
2E L

þ U�
α3Uβ3e

−i
Δm2

31
2E Lj2: ð4Þ

We can account for the effect of decay by making the

substitution Δm2
i1

2E →
Δm2

i1
2E − i Γi

2
for unstable νi to obtain

Pinv
αβ ðE;LÞ ¼ jU�

α1Uβ1 þU�
α2Uβ2e

−i
Δm2

21
2E Le−

1
2
Γ2L

þU�
α3Uβ3e

−i
Δm2

31
2E Le−

1
2
Γ3Lj2; ð5Þ

where Γi is the decay width for mass eigenstate i in the
laboratory frame. The partial width in the laboratory frame
for mass eigenstate νi to decay to νj of either helicity is

Γij ¼
mimj

16πEi
fg2ij½fðxijÞ þ kðxijÞ� þ g02ij½hðxijÞ þ kðxijÞ�g;

ð6Þ

where Ei is the energy of the initial neutrino, νi,
xij ≡mi=mj, and we have explicitly included both decay
channels: νi → νj and νi → ν̄j, and

fðxÞ ¼ x
2
þ 2þ 2

x
log x −

2

x2
−

1

2x3
; ð7Þ

hðxÞ ¼ x
2
− 2þ 2

x
log xþ 2

x2
−

1

2x3
; ð8Þ

kðxÞ ¼ x
2
−
2

x
log x −

1

2x3
; ð9Þ

where the f and h equations represent the νi → νj case, for
scalar and pseudoscalar mediators, respectively, and the k
equation represents the νi → ν̄j case, for both mediators
[103]. The full width4 is then Γi ¼

P
j Γij. Unless other-

wise specified, we will consider the case of gij ¼ g0ij, the
impact of which is shown in the middle left panel of Fig. 3.
As the baselines under consideration are very large, we

can average over the oscillations to get
3A few exceptions exist such as the Glashow resonance

[98,99], the inelasticity distribution [100], and absorption, but
the sensitivity of each is fairly limited.

4The lifetime of neutrino νi in its rest frame is τi ¼ mi
EiΓi

, where
we recall that Γi is in the laboratory frame.
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P̄inv
αβ ¼ P̄SM

αβ þ P̄dep
αβ ; ð10Þ

where the bar denotes the oscillation averaging since the
states have decohered. The SM component is

P̄SM
αβ ¼

X
i

jUαij2jUβij2; ð11Þ

and the depletion component is

P̄dep
αβ ðE;LÞ ¼ −jUα2j2jUβ2j2ð1 − e−Γ2LÞ

− jUα3j2jUβ3j2ð1 − e−Γ3LÞ: ð12Þ

We note that while P̄dep
αβ < 0, P̄inv

αβ > 0. The smallest that
P̄dep
αβ can be is −jUα2j2jUβ2j2 − jUα3j2jUβ3j2; thus, the

smallest that P̄inv
αβ can be as a function of gij, m1, and L

is jUα1j2jUβ1j2 since ν1 is stable. For the nonoscillation
averaged depletion component, see Appendix A 1.

1. Limiting cases

As a benchmark, we will assume that the neutrinos
detected by IceCube result from full pion decay wherein the
relative flux normalized to the νe flux is ðΦνe∶Φνμ∶ΦντÞ ¼
ð1∶2∶0Þ, with all three neutrinos from the π� decay
carrying nearly the same energy. In the SM, this results5

in a flavor ratio of ð1∶1.152∶1.117Þ after propagation. It is
interesting to consider some limits to demonstrate the
effect of the decays on the flux observed at Earth. In the
case where Γ2 ¼ 0 (that is, g21 ¼ 0) and Γ3 → ∞, so that
all ν3 decay at the source, we have P̄inv

αβ → jUα1j2jUβ1j2 þ
jUα2j2jUβ2j2 and we end up with ð1∶0.504∶0.610Þ. This
time assuming both ν3 and ν2 decay promptly, we get
P̄inv
αβ → jUα1j2jUβ1j2, and a final flavor ratio of

ð1∶0.140∶0.342Þ. We can clearly see the relative depletion
in the flux of νμ and ντ due to the invisible decays.

B. Visible decay

Here we follow and extend upon Refs. [23,104]. The
case of visible decay can be qualitatively understood as the
depletion of mostly νμ’s and ντ’s, as in invisible decay,
accompanied by regeneration consisting of mostly νe’s with
lower energy in the normal mass ordering. We now need to
account for the regeneration of the neutrino flux with a term
describing the appearance of decay products,

P̄vis
αβ ðEfÞ ¼ P̄SM

αβ þ P̄dep
αβ ðEfÞ þ P̄reg

αβ ðEfÞ: ð13Þ

This section is devoted to calculating this regeneration
term which is considerably more complicated, even in the

oscillation averaged case, than the SM or depletion terms.
The complexity arises from the fact that the initial and final
state neutrino energies, Ei and Ef, are now distinct and
thus, the observed spectrum depends on the initial spec-
trum. Additionally, the possibility of consecutive decays
must now be accounted for. Although the effect of multiple
decays is smaller than that of single decays, it is not
completely negligible.
We first shift to the mass basis since this is the basis in

which the decays happen,

P̄reg
αβ ðEf; LÞ ¼

X
i>j

jUαij2jUβjj2P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ: ð14Þ

The transition probability involves an integral over both the
decay location, L1, and the initial neutrino energy, Ei,

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼

1

ΦS
i ðEfÞ

Z
L

0

dL1

×
Z

x2ijEf

Ef

dEiΔP̄
reg
ij ðEi; Ef; L; L1ÞΦS

i ðEiÞ;

ð15Þ

where the mass eigenstate spectrum is related to the flavor
eigenstate spectrum by ΦS

i ¼
P

α jUαij2ΦS
α. In this paper,

we will be assuming that initial spectrum of each flavor is
the same up to the overall flavor ratio normalization of
ð1∶2∶0Þ. The integral limits, Ei ∈ ½Ef; x2ijEf�, are fixed by
kinematics due to the allowed final state energies.
Assuming a neutrino νi decays once at L1 ≤ L, for a

baseline L, our regeneration term is then constructed from
the following five factors:
(1) The survival of νi over a distance L1, e−

1
2
ΓiL1

(2) The phase accumulation of νi from the source to
L1, e−iEiL1

(3) The decay of νi and appearance of νj,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΓijWij

p
(4) For unstable νj, survival until Earth, e−

1
2
ΓjðL−L1Þ

(5) The phase accumulation of νj until Earth, e−iEfðL−L1Þ

The function Wij ¼ 1
Γij

dΓðEi;EfÞ
dEf

is the normalized energy

distribution of the decay products,

Γνν
ij W

νν
ij ¼ mimj

16πE2
i
½g2ijðAij þ 2Þ þ g02ijðAij − 2Þ�; ð16Þ

Γνν̄
ij W

νν̄
ij ¼ mimj

16πE2
i
ðg2ij þ g02ijÞ

�
1

xij
þ xij − Aij

�
; ð17Þ

Γνν;νν̄
ij Wνν;νν̄

ij ¼ mimj

16πE2
i

�
g2ij

�
1

xij
þ xij þ 2

�

þ g02ij

�
1

xij
þ xij − 2

��
; ð18Þ5Here and throughout, we will use the global fit numbers from

nu-fit 4.1 [95].
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where

Aij ¼
1

xij

Ei

Ef
þ xij

Ef

Ei
: ð19Þ

The superscripts in Eq. (18) include both νi → νj and νi →
ν̄j channels. To account for specifically helicity conserving
(flipping) channels, then Eqs. (16) and (17) should be used
as appropriate, although the full expression for the total
width in Eq. (6) should always be used.
The regeneration amplitude is given by

Areg
ij ¼ e−

1
2
ΓiL1e−

1
2
ΓjðL−L1Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ΓijWij

p
; ð20Þ

where we have removed overall phases that only contribute
to oscillations. The differential decay probability is the
amplitude squared,

ΔPreg
ij ðEi; Ef; L; L1Þ ¼ jAreg

ij j2: ð21Þ

We use the fact that neutrinos promptly (on scales relative
to the total propagation) lose coherency, so we do not
include any interference terms. Such terms, however, are
important in the context of decays over local distances and
must be accounted for when considering the effects of
decay on the measured event rates at, for example, long-
baseline neutrino experiments. See Appendix A 2 for
details. Averaging over oscillations and assuming all
decays happen incoherently, we analytically perform the
integral over L1,

Z
L

0

dL1ΔP̄
reg
ij ðEi; Ef; L; L1Þ ¼

ΓijWij

Γi − Γj
½1 − e−ðΓi−ΓjÞL�:

ð22Þ

Up to this point we have only considered single decays.
If both gð0Þ32 ≠ 0 and gð0Þ21 ≠ 0, the neutrinos will experience
consecutive decays, ν3 → ν2 → ν1. This additional decay
pathway modifies the ν3 → ν1 transition probability. The
initial neutrino decays at a distance L1 ≤ L, after which the
intermediary neutrino, with energy Eint, propagates and
decays at L2, with L1 ≤ L2 ≤ L. We construct the regen-
eration amplitude as described above,

Areg;2
31 ¼ e−

1
2
Γ3L1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ32W32

p
e−

1
2
Γ2ðL2−L1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ21W21

p
; ð23Þ

noting that Γ32W32 ¼ Γ32W32ðEi;EintÞ, Γ21W21 ¼ Γ21W21×
ðEint;EfÞ, and that Γ3 ¼ Γ3ðEiÞ, Γ2 ¼ Γ2ðEintÞ. The total
probability is given by

P̄reg;2
31 ðEf;LÞ ¼

1

ΦS
i ðEfÞ

×
Z

L

0

dL1

Z
L

L1

dL2

Z
x2
32
Ef

Ef

dEint

Z
x2
21
Eint

Eint

dEi

×ΔP̄reg;2
31 ðEi;Eint;Ef;L;L1;L2ÞΦS

i ðEiÞ:
ð24Þ

We can again perform the L integrals analytically,

Z
L

0

dL1

Z
L

L1

dL2ΔP̄
reg;2
31 ðEi; Eint; Ef; L1; L2Þ

¼ Γ32W32Γ21W21

Γ3 − Γ2

�
1

Γ2

ð1 − e−Γ2LÞ − 1

Γ3

ð1 − e−Γ3LÞ
�
;

ð25Þ

followed by integration over the initial and intermediate
energies. The ν3 → ν1 transition probability now reads

P̄reg
31 → P̄reg

31 þ P̄reg;2
31 : ð26Þ

C. Cosmology

So far, we have assumed that the neutrinos only
propagate over local distances. In the context of high
energy astrophysical neutrinos, it is known that their
propagation distances are long enough that the expansion
of the Universe must be accounted for. Decay is dependent
on the duration of travel, and so light-travel distance is the
correct measure for this purpose. Baselines and neutrino
energies are now functions of the redshift to the source, z,

EðzÞ ¼ E0ð1þ zÞ; ð27Þ

Lðza; zbÞ ¼ LH

Z
zb

za

dz0

ð1þ z0Þhðz0Þ ; ð28Þ

where LH ¼ c=H0 is the Hubble length, hðzÞ≡HðzÞ=H0,
and

hðzÞ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ωmð1þ zÞ3 þ ΩΛ

q
: ð29Þ

The energy EðzÞ is the energy at production and E0 the
observed energy at detection. The function Lðza; zbÞ com-
putes the distance between two redshift points za and zb.
We assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology, with Ωm ¼ 0.315,
H0 ¼ 67.4 km=s=Mpc [105], and ΩΛ ¼ 1 − Ωm. With the
introduction of cosmology, both the invisible and visible
scenarios are more subtle and require some care. In the
following section, we will continue to work in the mass
basis, but all expressions can be reexpressed in the flavor
basis using Eq. (14). Since the neutrino energies are now a
function of redshift, the spectrum at the source and at the
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point of decay are no longer the same, but are modified by a
factor,

ΦS
i ðEiÞ → ΦS

i ðEið1þ zÞÞ
¼ ΦS

i ðEiÞð1þ zÞ−γ: ð30Þ
In accordance with the definition given in Eq. (2), the SM
transition probability is also modified by the same factor

P̄SM
ij ðzÞ ¼ δijð1þ zÞ−γ: ð31Þ

To compute the depletion and regeneration terms, we
make the substitutions: E → Eð1þ zÞ, which implies
Γi → Γi=ð1þ zÞ and ΓijWij → ΓijWij=ð1þ zÞ2. As we
frequently encounter the product ΓiL in the arguments
of our exponential functions, we make a redefinition of the
distance integral, Eq. (28),

Lðza; zbÞ → Lðza; zbÞ ¼ LH

Z
zb

za

dz0

ð1þ z0Þ2hðz0Þ : ð32Þ

The depletion term is now given by

P̄dep
ij ðEf; zÞ ¼ −δijð1þ zÞ−γð1 − e−ΓiLð0;zÞÞ: ð33Þ

For the regeneration term, we start from Eq. (20) and make
the relevant substitutions. The modified version of Eq. (15)
now involves an integral over z1, the redshift at which the
neutrino decays,

P̄reg
ij ðEf; zÞ ¼

1

ΦS
i ðEfÞ

×
Z

z

0

dL
dz1

dz1

Z
x2ijEfð1þz1Þ

Efð1þz1Þ
ð1þ z1ÞdEi

× ΔP̄reg
ij ðEi; Ef; z1ÞΦS

i ðEið1þ z1ÞÞ; ð34Þ

where

dL
dz

¼ −
LH

ð1þ zÞhðzÞ : ð35Þ

After making the correct substitutions and taking the
squared amplitude, we obtain

P̄reg
ij ðEf; zÞ ¼

LH

ΦS
i ðEfÞ

Z
z

0

dz1

Z
x2ijEfð1þz1Þ

Efð1þz1Þ
dEi

×
ΓijWije−ΓiLðz1;zÞ−ΓjLð0;z1Þ

ð1þ z1Þ2hðz1Þ
ΦS

i ðEið1þ zÞÞ:

ð36Þ
In the case of consecutive decays, as in Sec. II B, we

account for integration over the redshift at which our
second decay occurs by adding a second term for ν3 → ν1,

P̄reg
31 → P̄reg

31 þ P̄reg;2
31 ; ð37Þ

where the first term is from Eq. (36) and the second is

P̄reg;2
31 ¼ L2

H

ΦS
i ðEfÞ

Z
z

0

dz2

Z
z

z2

dz1

Z
Efx221ð1þz2Þ

Efð1þz2Þ
dEint

Z
Eintx232ð1þz1Þ

Eintð1þz1Þ
dEi

Γ32W32Γ21W21e−Γ3Lðz1;zÞ−Γ2Lðz2;z1Þ

ð1þ z1Þ2hðz1Þð1þ z2Þ2hðz2Þ
ΦS

i ðEið1þ z1ÞÞ;

ð38Þ

where we note that

Γ32W32 → Γ32W32ðEi; EintÞ; ð39Þ

Γ21W21 → Γ21W21ðEint; EfÞ: ð40Þ

Finally, since not all neutrinos are coming from the same
redshift, we must integrate the total (in)visible probability
over the redshift distribution of the source population RðzÞ,

P̄vis=inv
αβ ðEfÞ ¼

R zmax
0 dzP̄vis=inv

αβ ðEf; zÞRðzÞR zmax
0 dzRðzÞ ; ð41Þ

where we note that we must include depletion and
regeneration components as appropriate (the SM part pulls
out of the integral since it does not depend on redshift). For
simplicity, we take RðzÞ ¼ δðz − 1Þ as our benchmark

redshift evolution as this roughly reproduces typical red-
shift evolution functions; see below.

III. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS

While a closed form solution for the regeneration term
including cosmology likely does not exist, it is possible to
find useful expressions without cosmology. These provide
intuition for what is going on and are relevant, for example,
for neutrinos propagating over galactic distances such as
from a galactic supernova wherein cosmology does not
play a role. For simplicity, we consider only one of the

gð0Þij ≠ 0. We carry out the integrals discussed in Sec. II B
including a power law spectrum and find

P̄reg
ij ðEf;LÞ¼

zðxÞ
γyðxÞ

�
1−

1

x2γ
þ γT−γ½Γðγ;TÞ−Γ

�
γ;
T
x2

���
;

ð42Þ
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where Γða; xÞ≡ R
∞
x ta−1e−tdt is the incomplete gamma

function, x≡ xij ¼ mi=mj, and

T ¼ mimjL

16πEf
yðxÞ; ð43Þ

yðxÞ ¼ g2ij½fðxÞ þ kðxÞ� þ g02ij½hðxÞ þ kðxÞ�; ð44Þ

zðxÞ ¼ g2ij

�
1

x
þ xþ 2

�
þ g02ij

�
1

x
þ x − 2

�
: ð45Þ

We validate this expression in Appendix B. While Eq. (42)
is relatively intractable, it does allow for several interesting
limits to be evaluated.

A. Limiting cases

First, we confirm that as Ef → ∞ (which takes us back
to the SM) the regeneration probability goes to zero. To see
this, we use the fact that

lim
T→0

T−γ
�
Γðγ; TÞ − Γ

�
γ;

T
x2

��
¼ −

1

γ

�
1 −

1

x2γ

�
; ð46Þ

which when inserted into Eq. (42) gives zero.
Next, as Ef → 0 (the full decay scenario, Γi → ∞), the

regeneration probability tends to a nonzero constant. In this
limit T → ∞ and thus T−γΓðγ; TÞ → 0, so

lim
Ef→0

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼

zðxÞ
γyðxÞ

�
1 −

1

x2γ

�
: ð47Þ

Within this limit, we consider the heavy mass case,
m1 → ∞ (x → 1) and find

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼ 1: ð48Þ

Taking only gð0Þ31 ≠ 0, without cosmology and as Ef → 0

and m1 → ∞,

P̄vis
αβ ¼ jUα1j2jUβ1j2 þ jUα2j2jUβ2j2 þ jUα3j2jUβ1j2 ð49Þ

and similar for the other gð0Þij . It is noteworthy that in this
limit the probability is no longer dependent on γ. This
makes sense as the integral over the spectrum is over a
region ½Ef; x2Ef�. As x → 1, the spectrum is asymptotically
constant and the final neutrino has the same energy as the
initial neutrino.
Finally, taking the small mass case of the low energy

limit, m1 → 0 (x → ∞),

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼

1

γ
: ð50Þ

Unlike the previous case, we have dependence on the
spectral index γ. As expected, a steeper spectrum at the

source depresses the low energy regeneration. That is, if

only gð0Þ31 ≠ 0, without cosmology and as Ef → 0 and
m1 → 0,

P̄vis
αβ ¼ jUα1j2jUβ1j2 þ jUα2j2jUβ2j2 þ

jUα3j2jUβ1j2
γ

: ð51Þ

We also note that in this limit the probability is independent
of m1 when γ ¼ 1. These results recover the same expres-
sions as were found in Ref. [58].
Some closed form solutions exist for arbitrary Ef andm1

that do not depend on incomplete gamma functions. In our
benchmark case of γ ¼ 2, we can use the fact that Γð2; xÞ ¼
e−xð1þ xÞ to write

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼

zðxÞ
2yðxÞ

�
1 −

1

x4

þ 2

T2

�
e−Tð1þ TÞ − e−T=x

2

�
1þ T

x2

���
:

ð52Þ
Additional closed form solutions exist for other integer
values of γ; e.g., Γð3; xÞ ¼ e−xðx2 þ 2xþ 2Þ and so on.
While a full expression for the regeneration term with

cosmology is extremely complicated, the various limits
evaluate quite simply as for the case without cosmology.
We find that, including cosmology, in the heavy mass case

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼ ð1þ zÞ−2γ; ð53Þ

which if only gð0Þ31 ≠ 0 gives

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄vis
αβ ¼ ð1þ zÞ−γ½jUα1j2jUβ1j2 þ jUα2j2jUβ2j2

þ ð1þ zÞ−γjUα3j2jUβ1j2�: ð54Þ
In the light mass case, we have

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄reg
ij ðEf; LÞ ¼

ð1þ zÞ−2γ
γ

ð55Þ

and, if again only gð0Þ31 ≠ 0, gives

lim
Ef→0

m1→∞

P̄vis
αβ ¼ ð1þ zÞ−γ

�
jUα1j2jUβ1j2 þ jUα2j2jUβ2j2

þ ð1þ zÞ−γ
γ

jUα3j2jUβ1j2
�
: ð56Þ

One factor of ð1þ zÞ−γ comes from the definition of the
probability in Eq. (2) and the other from the contribution
due to cosmology. This allows us to easily write down the
flavor ratios in the full decay limit. The flavor ratios from
pion decay in the full decay case with cosmology and for
m1 ¼ 0 is shown in Table I for various spectral indices in
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the case of only ν3 → ν1 decay. The flavor ratios in the SM
and for invisible decay do not change subject to cosmology.
We see that as γ → ∞ we recover the invisible decay case
regardless ofm1. This is because the regeneration term goes
to zero relative to the SM and the depletion terms, as shown
in Eqs. (54) and (56).
To summarize, in the full decay limit, there are four main

cases as discussed above: m1 → 0 or m1 → ∞ and with or
without cosmology. Only in the case ofm1 → ∞ andwithout
cosmology does the spectral index not affect the final
flavor ratio.

IV. RESULTS

We now numerically integrate the expressions in Sec. II.
As there are numerous parameters in our model, we
consider benchmark parameters shown in Table II and
then numerically show how deviations from the benchmark
parameters affect the transition probability. We take all six
couplings to be 10−6, including both scalar and pseudo-
scalar couplings; this puts the decay features in IceCube’s
region of interest. We take the lightest neutrino to be
massless, the initial spectral index to be 2, and the redshift
evolution to be a delta function at z ¼ 1. We consider both
ν → ν and ν → ν̄ channels as is relevant for Majorana
neutrinos. To better illustrate the effect of our parameters on
the probability, we select a single channel, νμ → νe, to
focus on and show the rest in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 2, we show the oscillation averaged probability

for νμ → νe in the case of invisible decay. This shows that
each specific flavor will receive a unique energy-dependent
modification that also depends on the structure of the
coupling matrices, gij and g0ij. In Fig. 3, we show the visible
decay case for the benchmark point, and then show the
effect of varying which coupling is turned on, the absolute

neutrino mass scale, the initial spectrum, and the redshift
evolution of the sources. Varying each parameter yields a
unique modification of the probability and, in principle, can
be identified up to experimental precision and astrophysical
uncertainties. For the redshift evolution, in addition to
RðzÞ ¼ δðz − 1Þ, we also consider two from various fits to
astrophysical objects which could potentially be sources.
We refer to the first one as HERMES [106],

RðzÞ ¼
� ð1þ zÞm z < zc;

ð1þ zcÞm z > zc;
ð57Þ

with m ≃ 3 and zc ≃ 1.5, and the second as Yuksel-Kistler-
Beacom-Hopkins [107],

RðzÞ ¼
�
ð1þ zÞp1k þ

�
1þ z
5000

�
p2k þ

�
1þ z
9

�
p3k

�
1=k

;

ð58Þ
with p1 ¼ 3.4, p2 ¼ −0.3, p3 ¼ −3.5, and k ¼ 10 up to
zmax ¼ 5. We see that RðzÞ ¼ δðz − 1Þ fits in between these
two redshift evolution functions in the bottom right panel of
Fig. 3, justifying its use as a benchmark parameter; it is
considerably simpler computationally.
The νμ → νe channel is not the only relevant channel for

astrophysical neutrino decay; there are nine channels
governing neutrino decay in total, but six are relevant in
our context. Since no ντ’s are produced in sources, the ντ →
να channels are not relevant. In addition, we note that even
though this is an oscillation averaged calculation and we
have assumed a loss of coherency throughout (hence no CP
violating interference terms), Pαβ ≠ Pβα for α ≠ β except at
high energies (that is, the SM). This is, of course, because

FIG. 2. The oscillation averaged invisible decay probability for
benchmark parameters (see Table II) including both scalar and
pseudoscalar interactions and decays to both neutrinos and
antineutrinos. The orange, green, and red curves are all for
one channel at a time with gij ¼ g0ij, and the purple curve is for all
six couplings nonzero. The (31) and (32) cases only slightly
differ. The light blue region is the widest energy range that
IceCube is likely to be sensitive to.

TABLE I. The flavor ratios for full decay with cosmology for
various spectral indices at the benchmark point with

gð0Þ21 ¼ gð0Þ32 ¼ 0. In the SM and invisible cases, the flavor ratios
are ð1∶1.152∶1.117Þ and ð1∶0.504∶0.610Þ, respectively.

γ Flavor ratio

1 ð1∶0.396∶0.531Þ
2 ð1∶0.469∶0.584Þ
3 ð1∶0.492∶0.601Þ
4 ð1∶0.499∶0.606Þ
5 ð1∶0.502∶0.608Þ

TABLE II. The benchmark parameters used unless otherwise
specified. S, PS refers to the presence of scalar or pseudoscalar
interactions; both are included by default. The effects of varying
these parameters are shown in Fig. 3.

gð0Þ21 gð0Þ31 gð0Þ32 m1 γ S, PS RðzÞ ν, ν̄

10−6 10−6 10−6 0 eV 2 Sþ PS δðz − 1Þ ν → ν, ν → ν̄
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while ν3 → ν1, ν3 → ν2 and ν2 → ν1 decays may proceed,
the reverse is not kinematically allowed. There are thus six
main channels of interest. Figure 4 shows the probabilities

for these six channels in theSMand for our benchmarkvisible
decay scenario. In this figure,wecan see thatPμe > Peμ for all
energies as expected in the normal mass ordering where a

FIG. 3. The νμ → νe oscillation averaged probability traveling to the Earth including cosmology for the benchmark visible decay
parameters (see Table II) except where otherwise specified. Top left: varying which couplings are on with gij ¼ g0ij. Top right: varying
lightest neutrino mass m1 in eV. Middle left: varying the source spectral index γ where all curves are rescaled by ð1þ zÞγ so they
asymptote to the same value. Middle right: scalar interactions (gij terms only), pseudoscalar interactions (g0ij terms only), or both gij and
g0ij terms. Bottom left: varying neutrino and antineutrino decay channels. The red curve is the Majorana case, and the orange and green
curves are the Dirac case depending on the initial ν=ν̄ ratio. Bottom right: varying the redshift evolution where all curves are normalized
to Ef ≃ 300 TeV for convenience.
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regenerationof electron neutrinos is expected to be larger than
a regeneration of muon neutrinos since electron neutrinos
contain more ν1 than muon neutrinos do.

V. ICECUBE

IceCube is sensitive to the high energy astrophysical
neutrino flux over a range of energies spanning from
∼10 TeV to ∼10 PeV, although most of their sensitivity
is between 100 TeV and 1 PeV. Below ∼100 TeV the
backgrounds from atmospheric neutrinos and muons
become dominant and above 1 PeV the flux has fallen
off to just a few events thus far.
IceCube has some sensitivity to the flavor of the neutrino,

primarily through the identification of track and cascade
topologies. If a neutrino interacts via a charged current (CC)
interaction as a νμ, a muon will be produced leaving a long
track. On the other hand, a νe or ντ CC interaction will result
in an electromagnetic or hadronic shower, making them very
hard to differentiate, although in principle possible [108].
However, neutral current (NC) neutrino interactions also
result in hadronic showers, although with ∼1=3 of the total
neutrino energy. It is also possible for a ντ CC interaction to
result in a track if the tau decays to a muon, although this
branching ratio is 17.4% [109] and the resulting muon
carries about ∼1=3 the energy as it would from a νμ CC
interaction. Finally, tracks and cascade topologies are some-
times misidentified [110]. The corrections due to NC
interactions and misidentification are very small and so,
to an excellent approximation, the track flux is just the νμ
flux and the cascade flux the sum of the νe and ντ fluxes [65].
In addition, IceCube has some, albeit very limited, sensi-

tivity in identifying ντ CC interactions by the spatial or
temporal separation between the initial hadronic shower and
the subsequent tau decay, although only one to two events
have been detected using these methods so far [111–114].

An experimentally motivated useful quantity to consider
is the track to cascade ratio which we approximate by

RtcðEfÞ≡
ΦνμðEfÞ

ΦνeðEfÞ þΦντðEfÞ
: ð59Þ

There are some corrections to this as mentioned above, but
their effects are very small primarily due to the steeply
falling spectrum [65].
In the SM, this ratio Rtc should be constant in energy and

independent of the source spectrum or the number of source
classes.6 The track to cascade ratio, Rtc, is shown in Fig. 5
for the benchmark parameters assuming full pion decay
ð1∶2∶0Þ at the source which oscillates/decoheres to ∼ 1

2

without neutrino decay. While both the visible and invisible
cases are quite similar, specific structure in gij can change

this such as if only gð0Þ21 is nonzero.
While neutrino decay leads to a nontrivial spectrum in

each flavor, since IceCube fits a power law to their
spectrum, we follow the same procedure to determine
the effect of neutrino decay at IceCube. We fit an SPL
to the track and cascade spectra in the energy range of
100 TeV to 1 PeV7 and plot the apparent spectral index as a
function of the coupling in Fig. 6. The feature at lower

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 but now for different channels.
The dashed curves show the SM case for each channel (note that
P̄SM
μe ¼ P̄SM

eμ .

FIG. 5. The track to cascade ratio as a function of neutrino
energy at the Earth for the SM, invisible decay, and visible decay
for the benchmark parameters assuming an initial flavor ratio
ð1∶2∶0Þ.

6The only exception to this is in the case of dampedmuon decay
where the source is dense enough that high energy pions can be
produced and decay, but the muons produced from pion decay lose
a significant amount of energy before decaying.We do not consider
this case here because (i) it will only happen within IceCube’s
region of interest for a fairly narrow range of astrophysical
parameters and (ii) it yields a fairly small effect (Δγf ≲ 0.2) at
the Earth after oscillations even for optimal parameters [65].

7While the energy ranges that IceCube uses for each of their
track and cascade fits differ somewhat, the effect is marginal on
the fits, but should be accounted for in any fit to the data.
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couplings comes from the atmospheric gð0Þ31 and gð0Þ32 cou-
plings, while the feature at higher couplings come from the

solar gð0Þ21 couplings. This is because the solar couplings lead
to an effect at lower energies than the atmospheric

couplings for a given value of gð0Þij as seen in Fig. 2 and
the top left panel of Fig. 3. Then, since we are looking at a
fixed energy range for IceCube, in order to keep ΓL ∼ 1
fixed, g and E must be changed together. Thus, for a fixed
energy range, the atmospheric features will occur at smaller
couplings than the solar feature.

Figure 6 shows a somewhat stronger effect from invisible
decay than visible decay. This is because the depletion term
is nonpositive and the regeneration term is non-negative. In
the invisible case, the flux is only lower than in the SM,
while the visible case may partially cancel that out,
depending on the parameters; compare, e.g., only gð0Þ32 >
0 in Fig. 2 and the top left panel of Fig. 3. We note that this
trend is generally true as the regeneration term can be
considerably larger than the depletion term in some cases.
To fully investigate this effect, we plotted the difference

in track and cascade spectral indices, Δγf ≡ γf;c − γf;t in
Fig. 7 for invisible and visible decay as a function of both
the coupling and the mass scale. We found that the initial
spectral index has almost no effect on Δγf for visible decay
(it has exactly no effect for invisible decay) as it shifts the
spectrum of both tracks and cascades nearly equally. The
maximum difference in final track and cascade spectral
indices for various coupling configurations are listed in
Table III. For invisible decay, Δγf ≥ 0 always holds. For
visible decay, it nearly only holds; however, we find that for

the cases when only gð0Þ21 (g
ð0Þ
31) is nonzero that the minimum

is −0.011 (−0.01). That is, other than a few very small
exceptions, it is always the case that the cascade spectrum
is softer than the track spectrum in the presence of neutrino
decay. This is conditioned upon the normal mass ordering,
in the inverted ordering the situation is partially reversed.
IceCube has reported a measurement of the track spectral

index of γf;t ¼ 2.13� 0.13 [3] and a measurement of the
cascade spectral index of γf;c ¼ 2.67� 0.07 [116] over
somewhat different energy ranges. A simple statistical test
yields a difference of χ2 ¼ 11 which can be interpreted as
3.3σ tension and, in turn, 3.3σ preference for invisible

FIG. 6. The inferred final spectral index at the Earth as a
function of coupling for benchmark parameters where we keep all
three couplings equal. In the SM, both the track and cascade
spectra are the same as the initial spectra, while neutrino decay
modifies each spectrum separately assuming an initial flavor ratio
ð1∶2∶0Þ.

FIG. 7. The difference in cascade and track spectral indices at the Earth, Δγf ¼ γf;c − γf;t, as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
and the coupling assuming an initial flavor ratio ð1∶2∶0Þ. All six off-diagonal couplings are kept equal, the redshift distribution is
RðzÞ ¼ δðz − 1Þ, and the initial spectral index is γ ¼ 2. The purple line at m1 ¼ 0.03 eV is the 95% CL upper limit from cosmology
[105]. The current upper limit from KATRIN is just above the figure, but the gray line at m1 ¼ 0.2 eV is the projected 90% CL upper
limit [115]. Left: the invisible decay case with only the SM and depletion contributions which has maxΔγf ¼ 0.44. Right: the visible
decay case with the SM, depletion, and regeneration contributions which has maxΔγf ¼ 0.40. Both figures continue down tom1 ¼ 0 as
they are at m1 ¼ 10−4 eV with no discernible change.
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partial neutrino decay [65]. To illustrate the preferred
parameters, the simple χ2 test statistic we use is

χ2 ¼ χ2track þ χ2cascade; ð60Þ
where

χ2track ¼
�
γf;t − 2.13

0.13

�
2

;

χ2cascade ¼
�
γf;c − 2.67

0.07

�
2

:

We take the track and cascade spectral indices over Ef ∈
½100 TeV; 1 PeV� as before which is slightly different
from the experimental data but does not significantly
affect our results. We also considered a constraint on the
sum of the neutrino masses from cosmology, χ2m1

¼
ðPi mi=0.06 eVÞ2 based on the constraint from Planck
TT, TE, EEþ lowEþ lensingþ BAO data sets [105]
which is that

P
i mi < 0.12 eV at 95% CL. The effect

on the preferred regions was negligible, so we fixed
m1 ¼ 0.
The preferred regions for invisible and visible decay are

shown in Fig. 8 for the benchmark decay parameters and
varying the coupling (all six couplings are taken to be

equal) and the initial spectral index. Consistent with our
previous simple estimate, we find some places where the χ2

is smaller in the case of decay than in the SM; these regions
are indicated in blue with the darker blue regions being the
regions that are most preferred. In addition, we note that
there is a horizontal line right on the edge of the allowed
region for both large and small couplings in the fit at γ ¼
2.51 which is the best fit spectral index in the SM. The
scenario of full decay might seem like an extreme one, but
since the spectra of each flavor return to the same one as
initially it is difficult to probe this. While the flavor ratio is
different in this scenario (see B), since the measured
spectral indices are different any comparison with the
flavor data only makes sense within a certain energy range.
For example, in the full decay scenario, the flux at the Earth
is pure ν1 which would predict a deficit of tracks and a
dominantly νe flux. This is compatible with the IceCube
flavor data at lower energies which is essentially the reason
why the data prefer a neutrino decay scenario over the SM.
Assuming that these spectra are confirmed with future

data including, e.g., IceCube-Gen2, KM3NeT, and Baikal,
we would find Δγf ¼ 0.54. At the largest values of Δγf
from neutrino decay shown in Table III of 0.44 (0.40)
for invisible (visible) decay which leads to a consistent
result at χ2 ¼ 0.14 (χ2 ¼ 0.25) which can be interpreted asffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δχ2

p
→ 3.3 σ model preference in either case assuming

Wilks’ theorem. A more detailed analysis including more
spectral information than the slope for an SPL fit would be
helpful in identifying the features of neutrino decay; these
analyses require unfolding the final neutrino spectrum from
the data under a given assumption and thus are difficult to
perform given publicly available data. In addition, a partial
deficit in the ντ flux at lower energies would be clear
evidence of neutrino decay [65].

TABLE III. The maximum difference in the final track and
cascade spectral indices as observed at the Earth where Δγf ¼
γf;c − γf;t for different couplings either one at a time or all three.

maxΔγf gð0Þ21 gð0Þ31 gð0Þ32 All

Invisible 0.006 0.200 0.200 0.438
Visible 0.042 0.227 0.172 0.400

FIG. 8. The preferred regions of parameter space assuming both scalar and pseudoscalar interactions for all channels, RðzÞ ¼ δðz − 1Þ
and assuming an initial flavor ratio ð1∶2∶0Þ. The best fit points, ðgð0Þij ; γÞ, denoted on the figures by the stars, for the invisible and visible
decay cases are ð7.59 × 10−7; 2.80Þ and ð7.59 × 10−7; 2.77Þ, respectively, at which points the decay scenarios are preferred over the SM
at Δχ2 ¼ 10.9 and 10.8, respectively. White regions are disfavored relative to the SM.
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VI. DISCUSSION

While the effects of invisible neutrino decay are fairly
straightforward—a depletion of events below a certain
energy—and have been previously investigated, the effects
of visible decay including a proper treatment of the spectra
are much more complicated. Visible decay depends not only
on the couplings, neutrino energy, and the distance traveled,
it also depends on the absolute neutrinomass scale, the initial
neutrino spectrum, the nature of the couplings, and the
nature of the masses of the neutrinos. We now discuss the
several trends seen in the previous sections.
We see that the higher the mass scale, the larger the flux.

This is because when m1 is larger, the final neutrinos have
energies closer to the initial neutrinos. Since we are consid-
ering steeply falling spectra, this results in a larger effect from
regeneration compared with a smaller mass scale wherein the
final neutrinos may have much lower energy and become
swamped out by the steeply falling flux. In the limitm1 → ∞,
we recover the case where Ef ¼ Ei even for regeneration
since xij → 1 in this limit and the range of the integral over
initial (and intermediate for the case with two decays) energy
becomesvanishingly small.However, as shown inFig.3, even
for the largest physically allowed values ofm1 from cosmol-
ogy deviations from this limit already exist.
The source spectral index also has a very large effect on

the flux. If the spectrum is very hard (say, γ ¼ 1 within
IceCube’s region of interest), then the regeneration com-
ponent is extremely large. Softer and softer spectra result in
less contribution from the regeneration term and, as γ → ∞
we would recover the invisible decay case, although this is
not a particularly physical limit. If, however, the neutrino
mass scale is arbitrarily large, (m1 ≫ 1 eV) then the
regeneration term is independent of the initial spectrum.
These features are shown analytically in Sec. III without
cosmology, but the trends still hold with cosmology.
We also investigated the effect of scalar interactions,

pseudoscalar interactions, or both and found only small
differences among those cases.8 In addition, the channel
ν → ν is quite similar to the ν → ν̄ channel. The first
channel is relevant for Dirac neutrinos as it is the only one
that contributes and the second is relevant for Majorana
neutrinos in the case where one can differentiate neutrinos
and antineutrinos in the source. Since IceCube has quite
limited capabilities to differentiate neutrinos from antineu-
trinos, we consider both simultaneously ν → ν and ν → ν̄.
This also has the added benefit of ensuring that the double
decay case ν3 → ν2 → ν1 is handled correctly.
To summarize, we found that the initial spectrum γ, the

neutrino mass scale given by m1, and the texture of the

matrices gð0Þij can have a significant effect, while effects

related to the nature of the coupling or the redshift
evolution have only marginal effect.
Depending on the couplings, the effect of neutrino decay

falls into one of three categories. For small couplings such
that ΓL ≪ 1 in the energy and distance ranges of interest,
the SM is recovered. For large couplings such that ΓL ≫ 1

in the energy and distance ranges of interest, we enter the
full decay scenario where the spectrum is the same as in the
SM, but the relative normalizations of the different flavors

will be different depending on which gð0Þij couplings are
large. For cases when the ΓL ∼ 1 for the relevant energies
and distances, we have partial neutrino decay which, in
addition to modifying the normalizations of each flavor,
can also have significant effects on the shape for each
flavor. This opens up the possibility for detection under the
reasonable assumption that astrophysics and standard
oscillations cannot reproduce such an effect. We see in
Figs. 7 and 8 that the expected allowed regions in parameter
space for invisible and visible decays are fairly similar. It is,
in principle, possible to differentiate between the two, but
only under certain assumptions. If the spectra of two (or
three) different flavors are measured in detail and they are
found to recover the same spectrum at high energies, visible
and invisible decays can be distinguished if one assumes
that the initial source spectrum continues down throughout
the entire detection regime since invisible decay requires a
softer initial spectrum than visible decay to fit the same
data. Alternatively, a very fine grained measurement could
reveal a slight bumplike structure in the spectrum (see
many of the curves in Fig. 3, although this could be
misinterpreted as evidence for dark matter decaying or
annihilating to neutrinos [65,117–127]).
The effect of neutrino decay can be identified at IceCube

and is a possible explanation [65] for the ≳3 σ tension in
the track to cascade spectra [3,65,67,100]. If the spectra
continue to disagree with more data, this may become
compelling evidence for neutrino decay. A careful inves-
tigation of the spectrum of each flavor, including new
information about ντ’s, would be necessary to determine
the particular parameters, in particular looking at the
texture of the gij and g0ij matrices. It is very interesting
to note that neutrino decay in the normal mass ordering
predicts a cascade spectrum that is softer than that of tracks;
if IceCube had measured the reverse, then neutrino decay
would not explain the data (or we would have to invoke
neutrino decay in the inverted mass ordering). If such a
signal of neutrino decay is confirmed, we anticipate it to

have couplings of gð0Þ3j ∼ 10−7 and gð0Þ21 ∼ 10−6 as shown in
Fig. 8 in order to have the desired feature within IceCube’s
region of interest subject to the details of the true redshift
evolution of the flux. We also see in Fig. 8 that the preferred
initial spectral indices are softer in the presence of neutrino
decay (2.80 and 2.77 for invisible and visible decay,
respectively) than in the SM (2.51). This is consistent with

8The reason both scalar and pseudoscalar interactions appears
to be different is because the width is now approximately double
the case of either one.
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expectations as neutrino decay tends to harden a spectrum
so matching the data requires a softer initial spectrum when
decay is included. Moreover, we see that invisible decay
prefers a slightly softer initial spectrum than visible which
is due to the regeneration term in visible decay partially
canceling out the hardening from the depletion term.
While next-generation experiments such as GRAND and

POEMMA [128,129] (in addition to current experiments
such as ANITA [130]) will have unique sensitivity to tau
neutrinos thus providing important flavor information that
is generally difficult for any experiment (including
IceCube) to detect, their higher energy thresholds make
them sensitive only to larger couplings than IceCube. Due
to the facts that they will only be measuring a single flavor
and the source flux is relatively unknown, disentangling
neutrino decay features from astrophysical features will be
extremely difficult.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Visible neutrino decay has a rich phenomenology that
can be probed at IceCube by simultaneously measuring the
flavor and energy of the high energy astrophysical neutrino
flux. Due to the extremely long distances, the neutrinos at
IceCube travel en route to the Earth, IceCube provides one
of the most sensitive direct probes of neutrino decay itself.
In addition, while the initial flux is unknown, IceCube
compensates for this by detecting all three flavors and
partially differentiating among them. In this paper, we have
calculated the flavor transition probabilities for all channels
as a function of the initial neutrino spectrum, the absolute
neutrino mass scale, and the various couplings for the first
time. This calculation involves an integral over the distance
at which the decay happens and the initial neutrino energy
which is larger than the final neutrino energy. We have also
included the effect of multiple decays involving extra
integrals over the second decay point and the energy of
the intermediate neutrino. Finally, we incorporated the
effect of cosmology and the expansion of the Universe.
Neutrino decay in the partial decay regime modifies the

spectrum of neutrinos seen at IceCube differently for
different flavors, while in the SM there can be nearly no
difference. This makes IceCube a powerful probe for
neutrino decay. Since IceCube has measured this flux

and has some sensitivity to flavors, it provides a powerful
probe of neutrino decay. As IceCube sees some hints at
∼3.3 σ that the spectra may be different for different
flavors, neutrino decay offers a mechanism for explaining
this difference. The fact that it is the cascade spectrum that
is softer than the track spectrum is consistent with neutrino
decay in the normal mass ordering. The preferred neutrino
decay parameters are shown in Fig. 8 and more detailed
measurements from IceCube, KM3NeT, and Baikal can
further test neutrino decay in coming years.
We also provide a publicly available code to calculate the

effect of visible decay [131].
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APPENDIX A: NONOSCILLATION AVERAGED
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

When dealing with decays over local distances, such as
is relevant for long-baseline, atmospheric, or reactor
neutrinos, it is necessary to account for the interference
of the decay amplitudes, as the neutrinos involved will not
have decohered before decaying. In Secs. II A and II B, we
gave the expressions for the oscillation averaged proba-
bilities. Below we compute the full expressions for the
depletion and regeneration components in the flavor basis
and give the full nonoscillation averaged results.

1. Depletion component

From Eq. (5), we have

Pinv
αβ ðE;LÞ ¼ jU�

α1Uβ1 þ U�
α2Uβ2e

−i
Δm2

21
2E Le−

1
2
Γ2L þU�

α3Uβ3e
−i

Δm2
31

2E Le−
1
2
Γ3Lj2

¼ PSM
αβ − jUα2j2jUβ2j2ð1 − e−Γ2LÞ − jUα3j2jUβ3j2ð1 − e−Γ3LÞ

− 2
X
i>j

jU�
αiUβiUαjU�

βjj cos
�
ϕij þ

Δm2
ijL

2E

�
ð1 − e−

1
2
ðΓiþΓjÞLÞ; ðA1Þ

where ϕij ¼ arg ðU�
αiUβiUαjU�

βjÞ are CP violating phases.
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2. Regeneration component

Starting with Eq. (20), we reinsert the phases and move to the flavor basis. We can construct the full regeneration
transition probability as

Preg
αβ ðEi; Ef; LÞ ¼

Z
L

0

dL1ΔP
reg
αβ ðEi; Ef; L; L1Þ þ

Z
L

0

dL1

Z
L

L1

dL2ΔP
reg;2
αβ ðEi; Ef; L; L1; L2Þ

¼
Z

L

0

dL1j
X
i>j

U�
αiUβjA

reg
ij j2 þ

Z
L

0

dL1

Z
L

L1

dL2jUα3j2jUβ1j2jAreg;2
31 j2: ðA2Þ

As the decay ν3 → ν2 → ν1 does not interfere with the single decays, it does not contribute to the oscillations. We can
therefore compute the first term, and simply add on the expression given in Eq. (25).

Z
L

0

dL1j
X
i>j

U�
αiUβjA

reg
ij j2 ¼ jUα3j2jUβ1j2Γ31W31

Z
L

0

e−Γ3L1dL1 þ jUα3j2jUβ2j2Γ32W32e−Γ2L

Z
L

0

e−ðΓ3−Γ2ÞL1dL1

þ jUα2j2jUβ1j2Γ2W21

Z
L

0

e−Γ2L1dL1 þ 2R
�
jUα3j2Uβ1U�

β2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ�
32W

�
32Γ31W31

p
e−

1
2
Γ2Le

i
Δm2

21
2Ef

L

×
Z

L

0

e
−ðiΔm

2
21

2Ef
þ1

2
ð2Γ3−Γ2ÞÞL1dL1 þ jUβ1j2U�

α3Uα2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ�
21W

�
21Γ31W31

p Z
L

0

e−ði
Δm2

32
2Ei

þ1
2
ðΓ3þΓ2ÞÞL1dL1

þU�
α3Uα2Uβ2U�

β1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ�
32W

�
32Γ21W21

p
e−

1
2
Γ2Le

−i
Δm2

21
2Ef

L
Z

L

0

e
−ðiðΔm

2
32

2Ei
−
Δm2

21
2Ef

Þþ1
2
Γ3ÞL1dL1

�
: ðA3Þ

To evaluate the integrals, we use that

Z
L

0

e−ðaiþbÞL1dL1 ¼
1

aiþ b
ð1 − e−ðaiþbÞLÞ; ðA4Þ

and to obtain the real parts,

R

�
ze−ðciþdÞL

aiþ b
ð1 − e−ðaiþbÞLÞ

�
¼ jzj

a2 þ b2
½e−dLðb cos ðϕ − cLÞ þ a sin ðϕ − cLÞÞ

− e−ðbþdÞLðb cos ðϕ − ðaþ cÞLÞ þ a sin ðϕ − ðaþ cÞLÞÞ�; ðA5Þ

where ϕ ¼ argðzÞ. After some algebra, we obtain

Preg
αβ ðEi; Ef; LÞ ¼ jUα3j2jUβ1j2

�
Γ31W31

Γ3
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��
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�
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where A, B, C are prefactors, and ϕ, ξ, ψ are CP violating phases, given as

A ¼ 8E2
fjUα3j2jUβ1U�

β2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ�
32W

�
32Γ31W31

p j
E2
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21Þ2
; ϕ ¼ argðUβ1U�

β2
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�
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p Þ

B ¼ 8E2
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�
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p Þ:

Note that we have not integrated over the initial, or intermediate, energies here. We would have to integrate the terms
separately, as described in Sec. II B, as the integration limits would vary according to the decay in question.

APPENDIX B: VALIDATION OF THE ANALYTIC EXPRESSION

Throughout this work, all of the results are calculated by numerically integrating. In Fig. 9, we confirm that the analytic
expression in Eq. (42) agrees with the numerical result.
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